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Cupan Tae
"Galway Tea Party"
Opened in 2010, Cupan Tae is one of the best tearooms in town. With
more than 30 varieties of herbal loose leaf teas, you will be spoilt for
choice. This lovely spot is a fabulous place to indulge in afternoon tea
where you can gorge decadent desserts and delicious savories. Their
menu is seasonal and changes weekly, but you can be sure of delightful
goodness every time you visit Cupan Tae.

by GuiniuPublicista

www.cupantae.eu/

info@cupantae.eu

8 Quay Lane, Galway

The Secret Garden
"Be Charmed"

by Nathan Dumlao on
Unsplash on Unsplash

The Secret Garden has an artsy vibe to it that is very appealing to the
eye.The interiors are very trendy, colorful and cozy, with board games,
artworks, scattered cushions and bean bags around to play with. Live
music, workshops, board game nights and art exhibits are the norm at this
place. Drop in for a great cup of tea or for some sweet indulgence as they
are also known for their decadent desserts.

+353 857583927

www.secretgardengalway.com/

4 William Street West, Galway

Anton's Cafe
"Popular Cafe"

by Eaters Collective on
Unsplash

+353 91 58 2067

This little cafe specializes in healthy yet yummy lunchtime food, featuring
tasty, generous sandwiches and salads. The emphasis is on focaccia
rather than a fry-up, but you can indulge yourself with the homemade
desserts offered. The decor is somewhat baroque, with the exception of
the huge black and white photograph of an Italian train station. Anton
Cafe fills up quickly for lunch. So sneak in early to be sure of getting a
table.
www.antonscafe.com/

info@antonscafe.com

Father Griffin Road, Galway
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